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About
Henry’s research interests centre on the later prehistoric period, and particularly the relationships between human activity and environmental change within past
landscapes and focusing on wetland sites. He specialises in the use of digital technologies to enable the modelling and analysis of the wide range of information required
for such study to engage with past sites and landscapes.
This interest in the potential of digital technologies within heritage has also expanded to research into the use of these within galleries, museums, libraries and archives.
Henry is Co-Director of the IBM Visual and Spatial Technology Centre (VISTA) and Co-Director of the Heritage and Cultural Learning Hub
(/facilities/digitalhumanitieshub/index.aspx) .

Qualifications
BA (Exeter), PhD (Hull)

Postgraduate supervision
Henry can supervise postgraduate study in the areas of later prehistory, wetland archaeology, landscape archaeology and the application of digital and spatial
technologies within heritage. He currently students researching the spatial modelling of past patterns of vegetation and environmental change in relation to human activity,
and the generation of virtual environments for interaction with virtual museums.

Research
Currently Henry is involved in a range of projects that focus on the interpretation of prehistoric landscape archaeology within wetland environments, exploring issues such
as environmental change and human response. He is completing a project which has focused on the investigation of landscape archaeology within the ‘hidden’ landscapes
of peatlands, using a combination of palaeoenvironmental analyses, chronological modelling, excavation, GIS analysis and reconstruction of raised mire environments (in
collaboration with Ben Gearey and funded by English Heritage).
He is also investigating the later prehistoric landscape archaeology of the Waveney Valley (Norfolk/Suffolk border), with the investigation of a series of linear timber
structures in collaboration with colleagues from the University of Birmingham, English Heritage and Suffolk County Council. In addition, Henry has recently been working
on projects focusing on the application of digital technologies within museums, for example, through the generation of a virtual museum of the Eton Myers Collection of
ancient Egyptian art (funded by JISC).
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Expertise
Archaeology, particularly prehistory; new technologies for archaeology, GPS, laser scanning, geophysics, GIS; archaeology in the media

Languages and other information
Henry is Co-Director of the Heritage and Cultural Learning Hub. This is a unique centre containing touch tables, 3D scanning equipment and other equipment for 2D and
3D data collection, analysis and visualisation for audiences in public spaces, on mobile devices or at home or work via the Internet.

Media experience
Henry has extensive experience in the media having worked on Channel 4's Time Team (http://www.channel4.com/history/microsites/T/timeteam/biog_henry.html) . He
has experience in broadcast and print media, communicating his work on digital heritage, the North Sea mapping project and most recently the discovery of a new henge
near the Stonehenge site. Henry has also appeared on a range of archaeology programmes as a presenter and expert contributor for Discovery, BBC, Channel 4, Channel
5, and National Geographic.
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